
TEN TRADE FUNDED TRADER PROGRAM (TTFT)

Our Funded Trader Program is the perfect way for you to benefit from trading with

OUR money and enjoy the fruits of your success. All you have to do is put your

trading skills, market knowledge, and bright strategies to work and profit from your

successful trades with an account funded by us.

We are on a search for profitable traders. We fund profitable traders with real

money and split profit monthly. Prove to us that you know how to trade via any of

our funding programs and get funded up to $500,000.

You can trade overnight and over the weekend. You can trade the news. You can trade

without stop loss. EAs are allowed on live account but not on evaluation accounts

Our Funding Models

1. Ten Express Evaluation

2. Instant Funding

TEN EXPRESS EVALUATION PROGRAM

Prove to us that you know how to trade via our evaluation program and get funded

up to $500,000.

Our evaluation program is a 1-step process where you show us your trading

prowess, once you pass, you get funded instantly

Pass our 1-stage evaluation and start trading your live account

Account Size $3,000 $10,000 $30,000 $90,000 $270,000 $500,000

Profit Target 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Daily Drawdown 6% 6% 6% 3% 3% 3%

Overall

Drawdown

9%($270) 8%($800) 7%($2100) 5%($4500) 5%($13500) 5%($25000)

Minimum Trading

Days

5 5 5 5 10 10

Trading Period Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Available Leverage 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100



Account Size $3,000 $10,000 $30,000 $90,000 $270,000 $500,000

Registration fee $29 $96 $255 $399 $997 $1497

Our Evaluation Criteria

1. 10% Profit Target

To pass our one-phase evaluation, you only need to achieve a profit target of 10%

without violating any of our rules. Whenever you pass the evaluation and get

access to a live funded account, there is no more target.

2. Daily Drawdown

· Mini - 6%, Bronze - 6% and Silver - 6%

· Gold - 3%, Diamond - 3% and Silver - 3%

For Mini, Bronze and Silver accounts:

· If equity on a $10,000 account is 10500 at rollover time today (server

time 00:00), drawdown must not exceed 6% before the next rollover time

(server time 00:00). This mean equity must not go below $9870 before

the next rollover time (server time 00:00).

For Gold, Diamond and Master accounts:

· If equity on a $90,000 account is $95000 at rollover time today (server

time 00:00), drawdown must not exceed 3% before the next rollover time

(server time 00:00). This means equity must not go below $92,150 before

the next rollover time (server time 00:00).

Scenario:

You started trading with a $10,000 evaluation account and made a closed or

floating profit of $900. Now your equity at rollover time 00:00 server time is

$10,900. You continued trading and had a floating loss of $654 (6% daily

drawdown). This is a hard violation of the daily drawdown rule, trader has failed

the challenge and account is disabled.

Result: You fail the challenge.

Note that once daily drawdown is triggered, it activates close all positions and

equity/balance may increase or decrease before all the trades close out especially

if the trader traded with large lot size.



3. Overall Drawdown

· Mini - 9%, Bronze - 8% and Silver - 7%

· Gold - 5%, Diamond - 5% and Silver - 5%

· The overall drawdown is calculated based on the initial balance of

the account.

Example: If you have a $3,000 Mini account, your equity must not go lower than

$2,730 (9% drawdown from the initial $3,000 balance)

Example: If you have a $90,000 Gold account, your equity must not fall below

$85,500 (5% drawdown from the initial $90,000 balance)

4. Profit Split

Profit Split is 70/30 on the live funded account

5. Payout

Monthly Payout: The standard payout for live accounts on the Funded Trader

Program is set at a ratio of 70/30. This means that traders will receive 70% of the

profits made within 30 calendar days.

If a trader successfully achieves any % increase in their live trading account

within 30 calendar days with a minimum of 5 active trading days, they will be

eligible for a payout.

Accelerated Payout: Once you are on your live funded account, there is an

exciting opportunity to receive immediate compensation.

If a trader achieves a 10% increase in their trading account after 5 active

minimum trading days. They will be eligible for an early payout, regardless of the

monthly time frame.

6. Scaling Plan

Once you are on your live funded account, you have the option to withdraw profit

or request to scale up your trading account to the next account size on our plan

each time you make 10% profit.

You cannot withdraw and scale! once funded trader withdraws profit on an account

such an account is no longer eligible for scaling. Maximum you can get scaled up to

is $500,000!

However, please note that the $3,000 account is not eligible for scaling, but can

only scale up with a $10,000 account



For example, you grow our $10,000 account to $11,000, and you request for

scaling, we will scale you directly into the $30,000 live funded account.

7. Consistency Rule

The consistency rule is designed to ensure that traders on The Funded Trader

program achieve steady and sustainable profits while effectively managing risk.

Consistency rule has nothing to do with daily profits or profits per position but with

lot size traded. The starting lot size which is the lot size of the first trade position

on the evaluation account is the reference point.

Using the starting lot as reference, traders can reduce lot size on subsequent

trades by 50%(0.5x) of the starting lot size.

Using the starting lot as reference, trader can increase lot size on subsequent

trades by 200%(4x) of the starting lot size

Examples of Consistency Rule Applied to Evaluation account

1. Consider a $10,000 evaluation account with a profit target of $1,000 (10%) for

evaluation. You have successfully hit your 10% profit target of $1000.

The profit was made within 5 minimum trading days using the following positions

0.5

0.25

0.5

1.0

2.0

This trading pattern is consistent and adheres to the consistency rule

Result: Evaluation passed

2. Consider a $10,000 evaluation account with a profit target of $1,000 (10%) for

evaluation. You have successfully hit your 10% profit target of $1000 but the profit

was made in 1 trading day using one position of 2.0 lot size.



You continue to trade with 0.01 to 0.49 lot size deliberately to cover the 5

minimum trading days!

The profit was made using the following positions

2.0

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.10

This trading pattern is inconsistent and violates the consistency rule

Result: Evaluation Failed

3. Consider a $10,000 evaluation account with a profit target of $1,000 (10%) for

evaluation. You started trading with 0.01 lot size and adhered to the consistency

rule on subsequent positions.

All of a sudden you increased the lot size to 2.0 and hit your 10% profit target of

$1000.

The profit was made using the following positions

0.01

0.01

0.01

2.0

0.01

This trading pattern is inconsistent and violates the consistency rule

Result: Evaluation Failed

8. Expert Advisors and Latency Arbitrage

All Robots including high frequency trading bots are not allowed on our Evaluation program.



High frequency trading bots are bots that do not hold trade for up to a minute.

Latency Arbitrage is a high frequency trading strategy used to front-run trading

orders. We do not accept latency arbitrage and we reserve our rights to cancel any

trade under latency arbitrage.

9. Third party Copiers

Copy Trading (use of third-party copiers) is not allowed on evaluation and live

funded accounts. You are allowed to use a trade copier as long as you are copying

trades from TenTrade Social Trading Platform.

10. Refer and Earn

Get 10% in commissions by referring friends who register and purchase a funded

account through your unique link. Sign up, share your link, and earn rewards for

each successful referral.

11. The only ways you fail the Evaluation?

1. If you violate the overall drawdown of starting balance

2. If you violate the daily drawdown from starting equity at rollover (00:00)

server time

3. Hedging: We do not allow hedging

4. Violating ea and copy trading rules

5. Inactivity of 30 days. That is, if you do not place a trade within a 30 day

period from the first trade.

6. Latency Arbitrage.

7. Violate consistency rule.

8. Using prohibited trading strategies

12. Prohibited trading strategies

● High-frequency trading

● Ultra-fast scalping

● Latency arbitrage trading

● Any tick scalping strategies

● Any reverse arbitrage trading

● Any hedge arbitrage trading

● Hedging between different accounts

If our risk team traces prohibited strategies, accounts involved will be lost with no refund

of initial fee.

The aim of the TenTrade funded trader programme is to discover and support

consistently profitable traders.



Trading with high margins is considered a gambling strategy and is against the

program's aims and objectives!

Our risk desk team analyses funded trading styles and strategies to ensure

compatibility with TenTrade’s funded trader program beliefs of trading as well as

the aims and objectives of TenTrade funded trader programme.

INSTANT FUNDING

Skip our evaluation program and get instant access to real funds. Start trading real

money from day one. We compensate you by upgrading your trading capital to the

next funding package each time you make a 10% profit.

INSTANT FUNDING RULES

1. No Profit Target

On our instant funding model, you are not under any pressure to hit a target within

a timeframe. Trade at your pace and withdraw profit split of any profit you make

2. Daily Drawdown

· Mini - 6%, Bronze - 6% and Silver - 6%

· Gold - 3%, Diamond - 3% and Silver - 3%

Account Size $3,000 $10,000 $30,000 $90,000 $270,000 $500,000

Monthly Profit

Target

None None None None None None

Accelerated

Payout Target 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Daily Drawdown 6% 6% 6% 3% 3% 3%

Overall

Drawdown

9%($270) 8%($800) 7%($2100) 5%($4500) 5%($13500) 5%($25000)

Minimum Trading

Days

5 5 5 5 10 10

Monthly Fees None None None None None None



Available Leverage 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100

Profit Split

70/30

Registration fee $100 $300 $900 $2700 $5000 On Request

For Mini, Bronze and Silver accounts:

· If equity on a $10,000 account is 10500 at rollover time today (server

time 00:00), drawdown must not exceed 6% before the next rollover time

(server time 00:00). This mean equity must not go below $9870 before

the next rollover time (server time 00:00).

For Gold, Diamond and Master accounts:

· If equity on a $90,000 account is $95000 at rollover time today (server

time 00:00), drawdown must not exceed 3% before the next rollover time

(server time 00:00). This means equity must not go below $92,150 before

the next rollover time (server time 00:00).

Scenario:

You started trading with a $10,000 evaluation account and made a closed or

floating profit of $900. Now your equity at rollover time 00:00 server time is

$10,900. You continued trading and had a floating loss of $654 (6% daily

drawdown).

This is a hard violation of the daily drawdown rule and the trader is ineligible for a

payout while the account is permanently disabled.

Note that once daily drawdown is triggered, it activates close all positions and

equity/balance may increase or decrease before all the trades close out especially

if the trader traded with large lot size.

3. Overall Drawdown

· Mini - 9%, Bronze - 8% and Silver - 7%

· Gold - 5%, Diamond - 5% and Silver - 5%

The overall drawdown is calculated based on the initial balance of the account.

Example: If you have a $3,000 Mini account, your equity must not go lower than

$2,730 (9% drawdown from the initial $3,000 balance.

Example: If you have a $90,000 Gold account, your equity must not fall below

$85,500 (5% drawdown from the initial $90,000 balance)



4. Profit Split

Profit Split is 70/30 on the live funded account

5. Payout

Monthly Payout: The standard payout for live accounts on the Funded Trader

Program is set at a ratio of 70/30. This means that traders will receive 70% of the

profits made within 30 calendar days.

If a trader successfully achieves any % increase in their live trading account

within 30 calendar days with a minimum of 5 active trading days, they will be

eligible for a payout.

Accelerated Payout: Once you are on your live funded account, there is an

exciting opportunity to receive immediate compensation.

If a trader achieves a 10% increase in their trading account after 5 active

minimum trading days. They will be eligible for an early payout, regardless of the

monthly time frame.

6. Scaling Plan

Once you are on your live funded account, you have the option to withdraw profit

or request to scale up your trading account to the next account size on our plan

each time you make 10% profit.

You cannot withdraw and scale! once funded trader withdraws profit on an account

such an account is no longer eligible for scaling. Maximum you can get scaled up to

is $500,000!

However, please note that the $3,000 account is not eligible for scaling, but can

only scale up with a $10,000 account

For example, you grow our $10,000 account to $11,000, and you request for

scaling, we will scale you directly into the $30,000 live funded account.

7. Consistency Rule

The consistency rule is designed to ensure that traders on The Funded Trader

program achieve steady and sustainable profits while effectively managing risk.

Consistency rule has nothing to do with daily profits or profits per position but with

lot size traded. The starting lot size which is the lot size of the first trade position

on the evaluation account is the reference point.

Using the starting lot as reference, traders can reduce lot size on subsequent



trades by 50%(0.5x) of the starting lot size.

Using the starting lot as reference, trader can increase lot size on subsequent

trades by 200%(4x) of the starting lot size

Examples of Consistency Rule Applied to live accounts

1. Consider a $10,000 live account and you successfully hit a 10% profit target of

$1000 to qualify for accelerated payout.

The profit was made within 5 minimum trading days using the following positions

0.5

0.25

0.5

1.0

2.0

This trading pattern is consistent and adheres to the consistency rule

Result: You are eligible for pay accelerated payout

2. Consider a $10,000 live account where you started trading with consistent lot

size and adhered to the consistency rule on subsequent positions. You made a profit

of $500 within 30 calendar days with a minimum of 5 active trading days.

The profit was made using the following positions

0.5

0.25

0.5

1.0

2.0

This trading pattern is consistent and adheres to the consistency rule

Result: You are eligible for regular payout



3. Consider a $10,000 live account and you successfully hit a 10% profit target of

$1000 to qualify for accelerated payout, but the profit was made in 1 trading day

using one position of 2.0 lot size.

You continue to trade with 0.01 to 0.49 lot size deliberately to cover the 5

minimum trading days!

The profit was made using the following positions

2.0

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.10

This trading pattern is inconsistent and violates the consistency rule

Result: You are not eligible for accelerated pay out and lose the account

4. Consider a $10,000 live account where you started trading with 0.01 lot size and

adhered to the consistency rule on subsequent positions.

All of a sudden you increased the lot size to 2.0 and hit your 10% profit target of

$1000.

The profit was made using the following positions

0.01

0.01

0.01

2.0

0.01

This trading pattern is inconsistent and violates the consistency rule

Result: You are not eligible for accelerated pay out and lose the account



5. Consider a $10,000 live account where you made a profit of $500 within 30

calendar days with a minimum of 5 active trading days.

The profit was made using the following positions

2.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

This trading pattern is inconsistent and violates the consistency rule

Result: You are not eligible for accelerated pay out and lose the account

8. Expert Advisors and Latency Arbitrage

Robots and high frequency trading bots are not allowed on our Evaluation program.

Robots are allowed on live funded accounts but high frequency trading bots are not

allowed on live funded accounts

High frequency trading bots are bots that don't hold trade for up to a minute.

Latency Arbitrage is a high frequency trading strategy used to front-run trading

orders. We do not accept latency arbitrage and we reserve our rights to cancel

any trade under latency arbitrage.

9. Third party Copiers

Copy Trading (use of third party copiers) is not allowed on evaluation and live

funded accounts. You are allowed to use a trade copier as long as you are copying

trades from TenTrade Social Trading Platform.

10. Refer and Earn

Get 10% in commissions by referring friends who register and purchase a funded

account through your unique link.



11. The only ways you lose a live account?

9. If you violate the overall drawdown of starting balance

10.If you violate the daily drawdown from starting equity at rollover (00:00)

server time

11.Hedging: We do not allow hedging

12.Violating ea and copy trading rules

13.Inactivity of 30 days. That is, if you do not place a trade within a 30 day

period from the first trade.

14.Latency Arbitrage.

15.Violate consistency rule.

16.Using prohibited trading strategies

12. Prohibited trading strategies

● High-frequency trading

● Ultra-fast scalping

● Latency arbitrage trading

● Any tick scalping strategies

● Any reverse arbitrage trading

● Any hedge arbitrage trading

● Hedging between different accounts

If our risk team traces prohibited strategies, accounts involved will be lost with no refund

of initial fee.

The aim of the TenTrade funded trader programme is to discover and support

consistently profitable traders.

Trading with high margins is considered a gambling strategy and is against the

program's aims and objectives!

Our risk desk team analyses funded trading styles and strategies to ensure

compatibility with TenTrade’s funded trader program beliefs of trading as well as

the aims and objectives of TenTrade funded trader programme.

Sign up, share your link, and earn rewards for each successful referral. All our

general terms and conditions on account opening also apply

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE?

STEP 1 : REGISTER

Visit www.tentrade.com and click on the register button to create an account or request for

a registration link from TenTrade partner who sent you this brochure.

http://www.tentrade.com/


Once you click on the button, this page will open, fill in your information and you’ll

immediately be taken to the tentrade client portal. Also, you will receive an email

from TenTrade containing your login details for next time you’d want to login to the

client portal. Please check your inbox or spam folder.



STEP 2 : MAKE A DEPOSIT

On the left side of your client portal, Select “Funds” then click on Deposit Funds

to make a deposit of the amount of funding package that interests you. There are

different deposit methods such as cryptocurrency, bank transfer, perfect money,

neteller, skrill etc

STEP 3 : CHOOSE A PACKAGE

Once you've made your deposit, on the left side of your client portal, under the

Funded Trader, click on Apply Now. Select the trading model you prefer then the

package you want, after that click on Continue button at the bottom to subscribe

Once you have made the subscription, your request will show as pending and

within a few minutes, your trading account details for the trading model will be

sent to you via email




